Auchinleck Place-Name Walk

Map of the route: route showed in dashed black line (thanks to Maude Clancy).
© Crown copyright and database rights 2022 Ordnance Survey FOR EDUCATIONAL USE ONLY

What is a place-name walk?
It is a walk through past and present, through landscape and language. It is an
attempt to see the modern environment through the eyes of the people who gave
it the names which we still use today, taking the names themselves as our guides.
These names are guides also to the languages of the past: for Kyle these are
chiefly Scots, Gaelic and Northern Brittonic, with one early Celtic name,
Lugar, taking us back to the Roman era or even earlier. Northern Brittonic was
a Celtic language closely related to Welsh, and was spoken here as late as the 11th
century. Gaelic, also a Celtic language, was spoken here until at least the 14th
century. Another language which has left its mark in Kyle place-names is Old
English, giving us names such as Tarbolton and Prestwick, since Kyle was a part
of the kingdom of Northumbria in the 8th century. However, we will not encounter
any Old English names on this walk.
Route:
The walk starts and finishes in Auchinleck at the Highhouse Bing carpark,
dominated by the old winding tower of Highhouse Pit, a coal pit run by William
Baird and Co. which operated from 1894 to 1983. It takes its name from High
House of Auchinleck, near the parish kirk. First mentioned in the 18th century,
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the house is now demolished. It is not certain whether it was a ‘high house’ in the
sense of unusually tall or because it stood on the same raised ground as the kirk.
The fact that it is described in the 18th century as of ‘medium size, with parks
[fields]’ suggests the latter. Despite taking its name from this house, Highhouse
Pit chiefly occupied the lands of Merlinhill farm, the site of which we will pass
towards the end of the walk.
From the carpark we pass the winding tower to climb Highhouse Bing. Although
not high, there is a fine panoramic view from the top. On the horizon to the northeast is Blacksidend a long, rough hill in Sorn parish, the southern end of a large
upland area called Blackside. Sweeping round to the south-east we see Black
Craig Hill at the headwaters of the Afton Water, giving its name to the old farm
of Blackcraig (Blakcrag 1512). The Scots word black is a common element in
hill-names in east Kyle, describing the dark, peaty soil and dark rocks. Moving
west we see the New Cumnock Hills, then to the south-west Benbeoch
(Benbeuch 1594), on the other side of which is Dalmellington. It means ‘high hill
(ben) of Beoch’, Beoch being a settlement to the north-east, from Gaelic
beitheach ‘place of birches’. Then far to the west stretches the whole length of
Arran. Nearer hand can be seen Ochiltree, Cumnock and Dumfries House.

Map 1: OS (Ordnance Survey) 6 inch 2nd edition map showing High House,
High House Pit and Merlinhill. Map from https://maps.nls.uk/

We descend the bing and head south for Auchinleck church. There are in fact two
churches on this site, the older one, no longer in use, contains the Boswell
Mausoleum, the later one to the east is the present parish kirk. The striking
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sculpture of the quill pen is to the famous literary figure of James Boswell (17401795), who wrote: ‘I beheld with solemn emotion our family vault, my long
home’.
The name Auchinleck is Gaelic, Achadh nan Leac ‘field or farm of the stone
slabs’. It applied originally not to the site of the kirk but to the site of the old
castle above the gorge of Auchinleck, about 5 km to the west in the policies of
Auchinleck House. The slabs are the naturally occurring layers of sandstone in
the cliffs and escarpments in and around the gorge. You can read more about this
name in a blog on the name Auchinleck you can find here:
https://ayr-placenames.glasgow.ac.uk/the-name-auchinleck/ .
The walk continues through the old kirkyard, across a track and down steps into
the new cemetery, heading for the main gate. We turn right and follow the main
road past Bridgend Garage and shop, the site of Bridgend Mill (corn). Bridgend
(also Brig-end) is a common name referring to a settlement beside a bridge. The
bridge in question is the old bridge over the Auchinleck Burn. This lay a short
distance to the south-west of the present road and is now demolished.

Map 2: OS 6 inch 1st edition map showing Photo of Bridgend Mill, early 20th century.
the mill and bridge at Bridgend on the old Courtesy of Dane Love.
road; also the farm of Knockroon. Map
from https://maps.nls.uk/

Crossing the bridge we turn right onto a wide and scenic path known as Lord
Bute’s Walk. This was named after Lord Bute, who created a series of walks
around Dumfries House Estate in the 1870s. Better known as the Third Marquis
of Bute (1847-1900), one of the richest men in the UK, he spent much of his
fortune on ambitious building projects such as the reconstruction of Mount Stuart
on Bute and the magnificent Cardiff Castle in Wales. He owned many coalmines
around Cardiff, the source of much of his staggering wealth. One of his early
projects at Dumfries House was the installation of a Turkish Bath!
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Lord Bute’s Walk follows the Auchinleck Burn down through the steep-sided
and heavily wooded Manse Glen, named after the former Church of Scotland
manse situated on its western edge. Over to the east, behind the trees, is the farm
of Knockroon (Knockcroon 1752), Gaelic cnoc cruinn ‘a round hillock or
knowe’, the name also of the Prince’s Foundation’s nearby residential
development started in 2009.
Lord Bute’s Walk goes under the modern Auchinleck-Cumnock by-pass down to
the Lugar Water, from where there is a good view of the ruins of Taringzean
Castle (Tarynzan 1423, Trarinzeane 1467; Traringzeane 1488) on the other side
of the river in Old Cumnock parish. Pronounced locally ‘Tringen’, it is a Northern
Brittonic name, the first element being trev ‘a farm, a settlement’. The second
element may be rinnion the plural of rinn ‘a point or promontory’, perhaps
referring to two small promontories in the Lugar below where the castle stands.
It is one of several trev-names in this area – others are Ochiltree, Treesmax,
Trabboch and Tarelgin. Taringzean was also called Crawfordston, after the
Crawfords, who held the land from at least 1423, when the place is first recorded,
until 1467.
Lugar is one of the oldest names in Ayrshire. It was coined in the Celtic language
that was the ancestor of Northern Brittonic. It contains the Celtic element leuco‘white, bright, shining’. As well as being the oldest name in Auchinleck parish,
it is also the one which has changed least, being first recorded, c.1170 AD as
Lugar!
On the other side of the river behind the trees was the small
plantation called simply The Ds because it was the shape of two
back-to-back letter Ds, as can be seen on the OS 1st edition map
(1860). It was part of the carefully designed landscape of the
Dumfries House Estate. There was another set of Ds on the west
side of the estate, known as the Pennyfadzeoch Ds, called after
the nearby farm of that name.
Map 3: The Ds plantation in 1860. From https://maps.nls.uk/

We continue along the Lugar, crossing the Auchinleck Burn, much less
spectacular than it was in Manse Glen. then on to the Cottertax Burn. This takes
its name from a piece of land which lay on the slopes above the path, first
mentioned on Home’s estate plan of 1772 as Cotter Tack Park. The Scots word
tack means a lease, and by extension a piece of leased or rented land, while a
cottar is a farmworker who has a cottage as part of his contract, with or without
land attached to it. This name tells us that this land was leased by a cottar, or more
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probably a group of cottars. The name has survived also in Cottertax Wood and
Cottertax Glen. We will meet this burn again at the end of the walk.
We leave the main path to follow a track which leads us through Waterside
Wood. Waterside was a farm which, as the name indicates, lay along the Lugar
Water. It was formerly called Nether Pennyland (Nather Pennyland called
Watterside 1610). Waterside House was demolished in 1763 when the lands were
acquired by the earl of Dumfries to add to his estate of Dumfries House across
the river. The house stood where the walled garden now is.
Looking over the Lugar we see the core of Dumfries House estate, named by the
earl of Dumfries when the foundation stone was laid 18 July 1754. It must be one
of the few names in Scotland whose coining can be dated to an actual day! It was
going to be called Leifnorris House, named after the lands on which the house
and estate lie. Leifnorris (Leffinnoriis 1508) is a Gaelic name. The first element
is leth-pheighinn ‘half-penny’, referring to the fact that the land was originally
valued at half a silver penny, a lot of money in those days. The second element is
probably the male personal name Norris. This name is of Continental origin
introduced into Scotland not much earlier than about 1150, when Gaelic was still
the main language of this area. It is common for place-names with unfamiliar
elements to be changed to more familiar ones, and this is what happened in the
case of Leifnorris, when Leif- became Loch, even though there has never been a
loch here. Lochnorris is now best known as the name of Keir Hardie’s house in
Cumnock.
We have already seen that Waterside was formerly Nether Pennyland. This shows
that by the early 17th century the large estate of Pennyland had been divided –
the other part probably called Over Pennyland. When Pennyland first appears (as
the Pennyland) in 1481, it is still one unit. This is a Scots name meaning ‘land
originally valued at a silver penny’. We have already come across the notion of
penny as a land-value in the Gaelic name Leifnorris.
Coming out of Waterside Wood we head for the Duchess of Rothesay’s Avenue,
named after the wife of the Duke of Rothesay, the official designation in Scotland
of the heir to the throne. As we go up it, we can see immediately to our right a
cluster of new buildings in traditional style, most of which bear the names of
multi-millionaire business men and women from all over the world who have
donated money to The Prince’s Foundation. In this cluster is the Pierburg
Educational Farm; named after Jürgen Pierburg, a billionaire art collector and
philanthropist; the Amersi Foundation Leadership Area named after the
controversial corporate lawyer Mohamed Amersi; and the Tamar Manoukian
Outdoor Residential Centre and Indoor Sports Hall, named after the wife of the
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multi-millionaire businessman Vatche Manoukian (an Armenian name). The new
swimming pool in New Cumnock is officially called The Tamar Manoukian Pool.
These buildings all occupy the site of the Pennylands Camp, built in 1939 as an
Allied & British Troop Training Camp, going on to become a Prisoner of War
Camp, a Polish Forces Repatriation Camp and a Housing Camp, closing in 1959.
When it was a Housing Camp it was referred to locally simply as Pennylands.
For more information, see the Cumnock History Group’s account, here:
https://cumnockhistorygroup.org/ww2-about-pennylands-camp/ There could
hardly be a greater contrast between what stood here 1939-59 and what stands
here now.
At the top of the hill we come to The Temple This was originally called the
Gothic Temple Lodge and was built in the later 18th century as a folly and
entrance to Dumfries House Estate. The intention had been to continue the
approach road beyond the lodge in a straight line through Auchinleck land to join
the Barony Road, but the laird of Auchinleck would not allow this, giving
permission only for the road on the north side of the gate to jouk to the right. This
is why The Avenue as the main approach from the north does not go through the
Temple Lodge.
Continuing through Temple Lodge we pass the small house of Glenside
(Glenside 1752), formerly a farm-steading. The glen in the name must be the very
slight indentation beside the house through which a small burn flows. A glen in
this part of the world has a wider range of meanings than elsewhere, ranging from
a very shallow depression to its more usual meaning of a large, steep valley.
We leave Dumfries House Estate by the north lodge, onto the Barony Road. This
was built by Alexander Boswell, laird and baron of Auchinleck (1749-82) to link
Auchinleck House with the parish kirk. For this reason he nick-named it the Via
Sacra 'the sacred road'. The Barony Road has given its name to the Barony
Colliery, the most conspicuous relic of which is the Barony A-Frame, the
former winding tower, which can be clearly seen to the west.
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Map 4 The Runnels from Explore
georeferenced maps - Map images National Library of Scotland (nls.uk)

Where the Avenue joins the Barony Road we pass through a clump of trees
formerly known as the Runnels, the Scots word for ‘roundels’. This was
originally a circular wood marking the north entry into the Dumfries Estate. It has
been partly destroyed by the by-pass. The name survives today in the street-name
Runnels View which we pass on our left beyond the by-pass.
As we enter Auchinleck note the Gaelic form of the name Achadh nan Leac on
the signpost. On our right past Runnels View was the site of the farm of
Merlinhill (Muir Land 1752; Merlinhall 1786; Merlinhill 1860).

Map 5: Detail from Roy’s Military Map 1752-55. Muirland probably represents Merlin. Note
that Auchinleck is spelled Affleck in the name of the kirk. This reflects a later pronunciation
of the name. Note also two small settlements called Hillhead, ‘top of brow of a hill’, the hill
being Hill of Auchinleck. Map from https://maps.nls.uk/

If Merlin was the original element, then it probably refers to the small bird of
prey rather than King Arthur’s mythical magician. There was also Merlin Loch
to the north. While both the farm and the loch have disappeared, the name has
survived in The Merlin, the playing fields and garage on the other side of the
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railway line. As mentioned at the start of the walk, Highhouse Pit took over most
of the lands of Merlinhill.
Just before returning to our starting point we cross a canalised burn, scarcely more
than a sheuch. This is the Cottertax Burn which we crossed near its mouth
earlier. Also known as the Midge Burn for obvious reasons, it marked the north
boundary of the burgh of Keithston (Kethstoun 1446, Keithstoun 1505;
Kethstoun 1654). This means a toun or farm associated with a family called Keith.
We have no idea who this family was or when the name was given: all we can
say is that it was before the 1440s, the first time it is recorded. Although now
obsolete, it was the name of the settlement around Auchinleck old kirk, and the
name was probably superseded by Auchinleck when the planned village was laid
out to the north of the burn around 1756.
And so we arrive back where we started, the Highhouse Bing Carpark. We hope
you have enjoyed the walk!
Dr Simon Taylor, University of Glasgow (Place-Names of the Coalfield Communities)
*Thanks to members of the Cumnock History Group, Kay McMeekin, and Ailsan and Andy
MacInnes, for their help in preparing this walk.
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